Directions – St. Gallen Regional Studio

By public transport
Approx. 10 minutes from St. Gallen main railway station:
- Take bus 1, 4 or 11 from the «Bahnhof» stop towards «Stephanshorn», «Guggeien» or «Mörschwil» respectively, and get off at «Grossacker»
- Approx. one minute's walk – the studio is located on the 2nd floor of the «Silberturm» building

By car
From the A1 motorway from all directions:
- Leave the motorway at the «St. Fiden» exit
- Turn right into Splügenstrasse
- At the junction, turn left at the lights into Rorschacherstrasse, following signs to «St. Margrethen»
- Turn into the «Silberturm» car park. The Studio is located on the 2nd floor of the «Silberturm» building.